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Sprint (software development)
A sprint is a get-together of people involved in a project to give a focused development on the project. Sprints are
typically two to seven days long. Sprints have become popular events among some Open Source projects. For
example, the PyPy project is mostly developed during regularly held sprints where most of the international
developer team gathers.

The sprints are often held near conferences which most of the project team attend, but they can also be hosted by
some involved party at their premises or some interesting location.

Sprints are organized around the ideas of the Extreme Programming discipline of software development. The sprint
is directed by the coach, who suggests tasks, tracks their progress and makes sure that no one is stuck. Most of the
development happens in pairs. A large open space is often chosen as a venue for efficient communication.

Sprints can vary in focus. During some sprints people new to the project are welcomed and get an intensive hands-on
introduction pairing with an experienced project member. The first part of such sprints is usually spent getting ready,
presenting the tutorials, getting the network setup and CVS or Subversion checkouts working on everyone's
computers. A different kind of sprint is where only the core team gathers and gets some important work done in a
concentrated manner.

A significant benefit of sprinting is that the project members meet in person, socialize, and start to communicate
more effectively than when working together remotely.

In open source
The practice of using sprints for open source software development was pioneered by the Zope Corporation in the
early days of the Zope 3 project. Between January 2002 and January 2006, more than 30 Zope 3 sprints had taken
place.

External links
• miniGuide to Zope sprinting (Zope Mag) [1]
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Attendees
There is no registration fee. Registrees listed here:

Name Dates Tasks

Chris Rogers (RAL) 24-27 Oct Detector integration plan; general support

Chris Tunnell (Oxford) 24-27 Oct Online data quality - close out/review/tutorial; general support

Matt Littlefield (Brunel) 24-27 Oct Merge geometry import; Step-2 like simulation

Peter Lane (IIT) 25 Oct Optics code review/discussion

Anastasia Belozertseva (UChicago) 24 AM/PM, 26 AM only Review pattern recognition; understand simulation/mc

Chris Heidt (Riverside) 24-27 Oct Close out tutorials, argparse issues; start on tracker

Gene Kafka (IIT/FNAL) 24-27 Oct Merge of Cerenkov code - Cerenkov geometry w. Littlefield. Progress on Sonnek code.

Edward Santos (Imperial) 24-27 Oct Merge tracker simulation + digits

Oleg Lysenko (Chicago) 24-27 Oct Revise tracker geometry?

Durga Rajaram (IIT) 24-27 Oct Introduction to the code

Adam Dobbs (Imperial) 24-27 Oct Define tracker workplan; define data structure

Summer Blot (Chicago) 24 AM/PM, 26 AM only Review pattern recognition; understand simulation/mc

Rob Fletcher (Riverside) 24-27 Oct Review TOF code/Yordan code

Pierrick Hanlet (IIT) 24 - 27 Oct Run simulation

Pavel Snopok (IIT) 25 Oct Optics code review/discussion

Linda Coney (FNAL) 26 Oct Tracker discussion

David Neuffer (FNAL) 26 Oct Optics discussion

Yagmur Torun (IIT) ? Get code installed

Alan Bross (FNAL) ? Tracker discussion

Ken Long (Imperial) ? Tracker discussion by phone

There was a doodle poll:

http://doodle.com/f4c6p5yr5zc263zc

Phone numbers

If we use a phone, the phone numbers are listed below. Please email chris.rogers@stfc.ac.uk if you want to be involved in a discussion...

Dial-in numbers

UK: 0844 4 73 73 73
Switzerland: 0848 560 347
US: 1 415 363 0833 (or 1 646 652 0772)
Italy: 0821 230 749
Others listed below
Skype +49 1803 001 178

PIN: 746868 (PIMUNU)

International Dial in numbers

UK: 0844 4 73 73 73
Austria 0820 4000 1502
Belgium 070 35 98 66
France 0821 230 749
Germany 01803 001 177
Ireland 0818 270 007
Italy 848 391 819
Netherlands 0870 001 909
Poland 0801 003 533
South Africa 087 550 0375
Spain 902 885 318
Sweden 0939 2066 300
Switzerland 0848 560 347

United States 1 415 363 0833 (or 1 646 652 0772)

Casual
Clients

(Riverside)















Milestones
• Tracker!

• Great showing

• MC, geometry, pattern rec.,  fitting, 
unpacking, data-structure, and more...

• Accelerator optics

• CAD Geometry!

• CKOV - reproduce G4MICE plots

• No TOF (great work being done, but we're 
too stupid to do it without Yordan present)
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